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The data migrated to the GotFootball system was provided from the EBFA computerised administrations 
systems, which obtained the data directly from its members, who in turn, obtained the data from their 
members.  All new data is being entered directly by those in control of said data i.e. the Club and the Alliance.  
 
The Alliance and member Clubs can restrict data entry to those it deems appropriate. For Example Alliance can 
see all the data, Club can restrict access to Club Administrators see all the data relating to their Club ONLY and a 
team manager only seeing their team’s data , a guardian only see their ward’s data.  
 
Maria Ready, the County Welfare Officer of the Berks & Bucks County Football Association, has confirmed that 
EBFA and GotFootball have proven to Berks & Bucks County Football Association that they are DPA compliant 
and are registered with Safe Harbor and ICO. 
 
Player registration photos are not publically displayed anywhere on the GotFootball site or any other EBFA site 
and there are no plans to do any publication of player registration photos on any website. GotFootball offers the 
ability for photos to be input for the purpose of player verification for the player registration card printing as 
part of the team list creation process. The point at which the photo in uploaded is the point of choice of the 
users of the system and the users choice not to upload if they feel they have not obtained or given consent they 
deem necessary. However, failure to upload a player registration photo does mean that the player cannot 
complete the EBFA registration process and therefore cannot participate in the EBFA matches. 
  
The proofs of age documents are stored in a different area of the database and are fully encrypted at all times. 
The Documents are de-encrypted by EBFA, via the portal, to verify the age of a player. The players record in the 
database is updated to show the source of the proof of age, i.e. – Passport, Birth Certificate, Medial Card, Driving 
Licenses etc, and then the proof of age is then deleted from the database. 
  
The names of the players are extracted from the registration process and used to populate the FA Full-Time 
result system.  U7s to u21s used to confirm the players participation in a match and U12s to U21s for match 
statistics – goals scored, goal assist, clean sheet etc. No photos of players or addresses are transferred to the FA 
Full-Time result system. 
 
GotFootball does not sell or share personal information with companies, organisations and individuals outside of 
authorised GotFootball users unless one of the following circumstances apply: - With your consent, Your team's 
consent, Your club's consent , Your association's or league's consent. GotFootball will share personal information 
with organisations or individuals outside of GotFootball when they have your, your teams, or your 
club/association consent to do so. An example would be an export to comply with your County FA or league 
registration requirements.  
 
The Alliance also does not sell personal information to any companies, organisations and individuals. The 
Alliance does share personal information with The Football Association as part of its duties relating to the 
administration of football matters, as an affiliated League of The Football Association. An example is the 
confirmation of clubs and teams that have registered to play in the Alliance or provide the address for a player 
who had committed a pitch offense but was not responding The Football Association correspondence. 
 
If a player is a Ward of Court or under Social Services care, the Alliance can and has made arrangements for that 
players identify to be protected by a name change on the parts of the EBFA system which are visible – such as 
team/roster sheets, player registration card and the FA-Full-Time system. 
  
As Chairman of the Alliance I also have a family relation that will be a player on the EBFA/GotFootball system 
and please be assured that I, as a father of 2 boys that had played in EBFA for 12 years each and Uncle to this 
family relation, would never use any systems that would intentionally place them or their data in harms way. 
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